This transcript covers the Lexington ATCT Crash Phone for the time period from August 27, 2006, 1002 UTC, to August 27, 2006 to 1013 UTC.

Agencies Making Transmissions:

Airport Fire Department
Lexington ATCT Local Control

Abbreviations

FD
LC

go ahead

this is lexington alert three west side of the runway with a comair regional jet taking off
1007:27   FD   alert three west side of runway

1007:29   LC   yeah west side of the airport just off the approach end runway eight

1007:32   FD   off the approach end of runway eight

1007:33   LC   yeah

1007:35   FD   runway eight

1007:36   LC   off the approach end of runway eight he was taking off two two

1007:39   FD   off the approach end of runway eight

1007:40   LC   yeah he well he is off the west side of the runway

1007:43   FD   west side of the runway all right bye
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